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DOWN-TOWN

In the early days of the pandemic, an eerie silence hung over
downtown as the world ground to a halt. There was no rush
hour on Interstate 163, patio furniture stacked up outside
shuttered Gaslamp Quarter restaurants, and illuminated
windows of vacant hotel rooms formed the shape of a heart.

Just when things started to feel stagnant downtown, a reckoning
took root. For weeks in May and June, as the United States 
grappled with the death of George Floyd at the hands of
Minneapolis police, protests big and small filled downtown
streets, drawing attention to issues around systemic racism and
police brutality. The pandemic brought quiet and stillness to 
San Diego's streets. The protests brought motion and emotion.

Business owners have tried to
make do. But with the shuttered
storefronts, the longstanding
homelessness crisis and the
nurses donning masks to provide
drive-up COVID-19 tests, a drive
through downtown can feel
cinematically apocalyptic. 
Still, there’s hope here — 
in gestures and moments big 
and small. On the last day 
of August, inside a bar in 
Little Italy, a scene played 
out on the television screen,
transporting us to a time before
we all had to stay 6 feet apart.
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In early March, I walked out of The San Diego Union-
Tribune’s downtown headquarters — opting to work
from home just days before the option became a man-
date — muttering to myself about the co-workers around

me who were sniffling and sneezing. 
It didn’t seem like a big deal to take a few weeks away from

the bustle of the city. 
Downtown would be right here when I returned, just as I’d

left it.
Weeks, of course, turned into months. 
And the city center shed a key element of its identity: the

office workers who once filled its buildings and corridors. 
The space vacated by the suits and dress shoes gave way to

other occupants: shuttered businesses that were teetering on
the brink prior to the pandemic; social and racial justice pro-
tests flowing through the streets; our most vulnerable unshel-
tered population — those who couldn’t or wouldn’t take refuge
in newly abundant shelter space; COVID-19 testing centers;
bars and restaurants trying to strike a balance between safety
and financial security; construction projects moving onward,
but to what end?

Indeed, the city’s urban core has been reshaped by the
pandemic. Over the past seven months, I’ve used my camera
to explore how it’s changed, even as my mind and heart pon-
der whether it will ever be the same again.


